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birds you might see in town and around 
the countryside
Do you know the names of these birds? Match the photo of a bird with it’s name. 

kahu piwaiwaka pukeko ruru
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do you know the names of these birds?
Match the photo of a bird with it’s name. 

kotare parera kereru tui

Source unknown
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do you know the names of these birds?
Match the photo of a bird with it’s name. 

tauhou korimako tarāpunga kororo

Willem Degenaar
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what more can you learn about  
each bird?
Colours

beak shape

feet

size

what noise do they make?

where did you see it /where do they live?

what do they eat?

FACT: There used to be huge inland 

colonies of seabirds. They kept the 

land and forest fertilised with their 

droppings.

Can you learn more about the 

numbers of each bird in old days and 

if anything has happened to them. If 

something has happened why?
are there any stories about 

each bird?

birds you could see in the forest

 

Popokatea

Titipounamu

Riroriro

Duncan Watson Wikipedia

Ram Alluri
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And you might also see the birds from Birds you might see in 

town and around the countryside while exploring the forest.

birds you are most likely to only see at 
pukaha mount bruce
Kiwi Kaka Kokako Takahe

Hihi Kakariki Whio

Miromiro

Karearea

Pipiwharauroa

birds you could 
see in the forest

Duncan Watson

Steve 
Attwood

Source 
unknown

Mike Heydon / Jet Productions
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extinct birds and endangered birds
In 1840 what we now call the Wairarapa was home to millions of birds. There were 
all sorts of birds living everywhere. 

Here are endangered birds that you will longer see 

in the wild in the Wairarapa. You will find kiwi, hihi 

and kokako at Pukaha Mount Bruce where you can 

also see south island takahe.

extinct birds

Here are some extinct birds that used to live in the Wairarapa.

Can you find out some facts on what 

happened to these birds. When did 

they become extinct?

Hokio (Haast Eagle)

Huia

Moa
Moho (North  

island takahe)
Whekau

Painting by J.G. Keulemans

Source unknown
Source 
unknown

Source 
unknown
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endangered birds 

Here are endangered birds that you will no longer find in the wild. That is unless you visit Pukaha 

Mount Bruce where there are kiwi and kokako. You will also see south island takahe at Pukaha 

Mount Bruce.

if you are lucky…

You could see these endangered birds in 

their natural habitat as well as Pukaha 

Mount Bruce.

Hihi (Stitchbird)

Kiwi Tieke (Saddleback)

Kokako

Whio (blue duck) Kaka Kakariki

Some birds like the tieke are no longer found 

in some areas like the Wairarapa and are  

endangered in the places they still live.

Tony Wills

Source unknown
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